COVID-19 CAPIO

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and specifically the United States Border Patrol (USBP) is supporting the U.S. Government’s response to the coronavirus disease (abbreviated “COVID-19”)

The Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) under the Authority of the Public Health Service Act has directed CBP to prohibit the introduction of certain persons into the United States who, due to the existence of COVID-19 in countries or places from which persons are traveling, create a serious danger of the introduction of such disease into the United States.

When implementing the order, USBP is not operating pursuant to its authorities under Titles 8 or 19. However, Border Patrol agents may rely on their training and experience in detecting, apprehending and determining whether persons are subject to the CDC order, including but not limited to the following considerations: physical observation, use of sensors and technology, physical indicators and tracking techniques, information from third-parties, and deductive techniques.

**Encounter**

- Enforcement efforts on the SWB and NB will be conducted as close to the physical border as practical with the objective to intercept aliens that are potentially infected with COVID-19 before further exposing or contaminating the U.S. public.
- Determine if individual encountered is a U.S. Citizen or an alien.
- U.S. Citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents are not subject to the CDC order and will be processed under existing CBP authorities.

**Determine whether an alien is subject to the CDC order**

- Based on training, experience, physical observation, technology, questioning and other considerations, if an agent believes that it is more likely than not that a person is an alien seeking to enter the United States, without proper travel documentation or otherwise subject to travel restrictions at or between a POE, coming from or transiting through Canada or Mexico (regardless of their country of origin), and if such a person was encountered within the area of operation of a Border Patrol station or POE operated by CBP, the CBP officer or agent shall apply the CDC order to the person in accordance with the procedures below.
- Domiciled aliens encountered within the US will be processed under existing Title 8 authorities and processes. To the extent practical, USBP will leverage field deployed mobile biometric devices to perform immigration and criminal history checks in real-time for officer safety.

**Processing**

- To the maximum extent possible all processing will be done in the field. Only in exigent circumstances will aliens be taken into permanent CBP facilities.
- Once USBP determines an alien is subject to the CDC order, in the field and to the extent practical, USBP will capture a subject’s biographical information and archive data appropriately.
- Agents are not to place subjects in assigned vehicles
- Property is not to be taken into custody

**The following recommendation will apply for guidance to the field:**

At any time a subject is determined to no longer be amenable under Title 42 CDC Order, agents will process under existing statutory authorities found in Title 8 of the US code. The authority to make this determination resides with the Chief Patrol Agent and cannot be delegated below the Watch Commander position. Subjects taken into custody under Title 8 must be processed under normal Title 8 guidelines (e.g., ER, NTA, etc…)
- Agents are to consider officer safety and safety to the general public at all times.
- The appropriate PPE will be utilized
- Subjects will only be placed in a designated transport vehicle and/or a designated staging area

Upon initial encounter the agent will determine if subject is amenable to expulsion under Title 42 CDC Order

- Contact TOC/Radio Room or utilize e3 Mobile device to create a (b) (7)(E) and initiate (b) (7)(E)
- Include the number of subjects encountered and verify that (b) (7)(E) is associated with designated (b) (7)(E) and obtain both (b) (7)(E)
- Record both (b) (7)(E) on Field Intake Form and fill in the necessary information required
- Utilize e3 Mobile device to enter biographical information and role fingerprints for
- Based on results, should subject still be amenable to being expelled, subject will be transported to the designated Port of Entry – Should an agent determine a subject is not amenable to expulsion refer to **NON DEPORTABLE/IN CUSTODY**
- **Field Intake Forms** will be required to be brought back to station or designated processing areas for data entry into (b) (7)(E) Intake (Note: Ensure that ALL required information is entered on the Field Intake Form)

**Data Entry of Field Intake Form information**

- Designated processing personnel will input information from the Field Intake Form into the appropriate (b) (7)(E)
- Generate an I-44 under the appropriate (b) (7)(E) in accordance to provided information below (Note: Efforts to keep Family Units together should be considered at all times)
- For the purpose of Title 42 the following definitions will apply in regard to Family Units and Unaccompanied Juveniles:
  - **Family Units**: A person or persons accompanied by ANY relative
  - **Unaccompanied Juvenile**: A minor under the age of 18 and NOT accompanied by a relative
    - Dispositions for all subjects amenable to immediate expulsion
I-44 Narrative Required Information:

Subject is one of total number in group, encountered in CITY, STATE. Subject appeared to have no illness or injuries. Subject was removed through the POE Name under “Operation CAPIO”, in accordance with Title 42 U.S.C Section 265.

Subject is member of a Family Unit:

FAMILY MEMBER 1: Subjects Name
FAMILY MEMBER 2:
FAMILY MEMBER 3

The following disposition of NON DEPORTABLE/IN CUSTODY will apply to all subjects who cannot be expelled in an expeditious manner and are required to be transferred to a facility. This is necessary in order to comply with Transport, Escort, Detention, Search (TEDS) & e3 Detention Module (e3 DM).

- Subjects not amenable to being expelled: CIMT, Aggravated Felon, Injured Alien, Non-Immigration Felony Convictions, etc…. or otherwise determined by the Sector Chief Patrol Agent or designated official
- Subjects expelled via flights as appropriate or sent to designated Quarantine Facility
- Subjects non amenable to being expelled via a POE – agents will request an [b] (7)(E) and record on Field Intake Form and subjects will be transferred via local guidelines
- Based on available evidence and only for extenuating circumstances, agents may determine to process under existing statutory authorities found in Title 8 of the US code. The authority to make this determination resides with the Chief Patrol Agent and cannot be delegated below the Watch Commander position. Subjects taken into custody under Title 8 must be processed under normal Title 8 guidelines (e.g., ER, NTA, etc…)

Transportation

USBP will have dedicated transportation vehicles with separation between agents and subjects encountered to minimize your exposure. At no time shall subjects be transported in USBP vehicles not designated as COVID-19 transportation vehicles unless exigent circumstances exist.
- Subjects will be transported to the nearest POE and immediately returned to Mexico or Canada, depending on their point of transit.
- Subjects encountered that are not amenable to immediate expulsion to Mexico or Canada, will be transported to a dedicated facility for limited holding prior to expulsion to the alien’s country of citizenship. This varies by sector but should be a tent, soft-sided facility or predesignated CBP/USBP facility with dedicated space.
- ICE/ERO will take custody of any subject cleared by HHS or appropriate medical personnel and follow established procedures under Title 8 or Title 42 as applicable.
Vehicles utilized to temporarily hold subjects will undergo the appropriate sanitation procedures in place to minimize exposure and possible spread of virus

**Convention Against Torture Claim**

Aliens that make an affirmative, spontaneous and reasonably believable claim that they fear being tortured in the country they are being sent back to, will be taken to the designated station and referred to USCIS. **Agents should seek Supervisory Guidance.**

- Notify USCIS
  - USCIS determines positive, converted to Title 8, turn over to ERO and entered into 240 proceedings for an Asylum hearing based on Torture.
    - Interview by Asylum Officer while in our custody
    - Secondary review Supervisory Asylum Officer
  - USCIS determines negative, continue under Title 42, expel to Mexico or Other.
US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION (CDC)

ORDER UNDER SECTIONS 362 & 365 OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT
(42 U.S.C. §§ 265, 268):

ORDER SUSPENDING INTRODUCTION OF
CERTAIN PERSONS FROM COUNTRIES
WHERE A COMMUNICABLE DISEASE EXISTS

I. Purpose and Application

I issue this order pursuant to Sections 362 and 365 of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 265, 268, and their implementing regulations, which authorize the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to suspend the introduction of persons into the United States when the Director determines that the existence of a communicable disease in a foreign country or place creates a serious danger of the introduction of such disease into the United States and the danger is so increased by the introduction of persons from the foreign country or place that a temporary suspension of such introduction is necessary to protect the public health.

This order applies to persons traveling from Canada or Mexico (regardless of their country of origin) who would otherwise be introduced into a congregate setting in a land Port of Entry (POE) or Border Patrol station at or near the United States borders with Canada and Mexico, subject to the exceptions detailed below. The danger to the public health that results from the introduction of such persons into congregate settings at or near the borders is the touchstone of this order.

This order is necessary to protect the public health from an increase in the serious danger of the introduction of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) into the land POEs, and the Border Patrol stations between POEs, at or near the United States borders with Canada and Mexico. Those facilities are operated by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), an agency within the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS). This order is also necessary to protect the public health from an increase in the serious danger of the introduction of COVID-19 into the interior of the country when certain persons are processed through the same land POEs and Border Patrol stations and move into the interior of the United States.

There is a serious danger of the introduction of COVID-19 into the land POEs and Border Patrol stations at or near the United States borders with Canada and Mexico, and into the interior of the country as a whole, because COVID-19 exists in Canada, Mexico, and the other countries of origin of persons who migrate to the United States across the United States land borders with Canada and Mexico. Those persons are subject to immigration processing in the land POEs and Border Patrol stations. Many of those persons (typically aliens who lack valid travel documents and are therefore inadmissible) are held in the common areas of the facilities, in close proximity to one another, for hours or days, as they undergo immigration processing. The common areas of such facilities were not designed for, and are not equipped to, quarantine, isolate, or enable social distancing by persons who are or may be infected with COVID-19. The introduction into
congregate settings in land POEs and Border Patrol stations of persons from Canada or Mexico increases the already serious danger to the public health to the point of requiring a temporary suspension of the introduction of such persons into the United States.

The public health risks of inaction are stark. They include transmission and spread of COVID-19 to CBP personnel, U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, and other persons in the POEs and Border Patrol stations; further transmission and spread of COVID-19 in the interior; and the increased strain that further transmission and spread of COVID-19 would put on the United States healthcare system and supply chain during the current public health emergency.

These risks are troubling because POEs and Border Patrol stations were not designed and are not equipped to deliver medical care to numerous persons, nor are they capable of providing the level of care that vulnerable populations with COVID-19 may require. Indeed, CBP typically transfers persons with acute presentations of illness to local or regional healthcare providers for treatment. Outbreaks of COVID-19 in land POEs or Border Patrol stations would lead to transfers of such persons to local or regional health care providers, which would exhaust the local or regional healthcare resources, or at least reduce the availability of such resources to the domestic population, and further expose local or regional healthcare workers to COVID-19. The continuing availability of healthcare resources to the domestic population is a critical component of the Federal government’s overall public health response to COVID-19. Action is required.

As stated above, this order applies to persons traveling from Canada or Mexico (regardless of their country of origin) who would otherwise be introduced into a congregate setting in a land POE or Border Patrol station at or near the United States border with Canada or Mexico, subject to exceptions. This order does not apply to U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, and their spouses and children; members of the armed forces of the United States, and associated personnel, and their spouses and children; persons from foreign countries who hold valid travel documents and arrive at a POE; or persons from foreign countries in the visa waiver program who are not otherwise subject to travel restrictions and arrive at a POE. Additionally, this order does not apply to persons whom customs officers of DHS determine, with approval from a supervisor, should be excepted based on the totality of the circumstances, including consideration of significant law enforcement, officer and public safety, humanitarian, and public health interests. DHS shall consult with CDC concerning how these types of case-by-case, individualized exceptions shall be made to help ensure consistency with current CDC guidance and public health assessments.

DHS has informed CDC that persons who are traveling from Canada or Mexico (regardless of their country of origin), and who must be held longer in congregate settings in POEs or Border Patrol stations to facilitate immigration processing, would typically be aliens seeking to enter the United States at POEs who do not have proper travel documents, aliens whose entry is otherwise contrary to law, and aliens who are apprehended near the border seeking to unlawfully enter the United States between POEs. This order is intended to cover all such aliens.

[1] An outbreak of COVID-19 among CBP personnel in land POEs or Border Patrol stations would impact CBP operations negatively. Although not part of the CDC public health analysis, it bears emphasizing that the impact on CBP could reduce the security of U.S. land borders and the speed with which cargo moves across the same.
For simplicity, I shall refer to the persons covered by this order as “covered aliens.” I suspend the introduction of all covered aliens into the United States for a period of 30 days, starting from the date of this order. I may extend this order if necessary to protect the public health.

II. Factual Basis for Order\(^1\)

1. COVID-19 is a global pandemic that has spread rapidly

COVID-19 is a communicable disease caused by a novel (new) coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, that was first identified as the cause of an outbreak of respiratory illness that began in Wuhan, Hubei Province, People’s Republic of China (China).\(^2\)

COVID-19 appears to spread easily and sustainably within communities.\(^3\) The virus is thought to transfer primarily by person-to-person contact through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs or sneezes; it may also transfer through contact with surfaces or objects contaminated with these droplets.\(^4\) There is also evidence of asymptomatic transmission, in which an individual infected with COVID-19 is capable of spreading the virus to others before exhibiting symptoms.\(^5\) The ease of transmission presents a risk of a surge in hospitalizations for COVID-19, which would reduce available hospital capacity. Such a surge has been identified as a likely contributing factor to the high mortality rate for COVID-19 cases in Italy and China.\(^6\)

Symptoms include fever, cough, and shortness of breath, and typically appear 2-14 days after exposure.\(^7\) Manifestations of severe disease have included severe pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), septic shock, and multi-organ failure.\(^8\) According to the WHO, approximately 3.4% of reported COVID-19 cases have resulted in death globally.\(^9\) This

\(^1\) Given the dynamic nature of the public health emergency, CDC recognizes that the types of facts and data set forth in this section may change rapidly (even within a matter of hours). The facts and data cited by CDC in this order represent a good-faith effort by the agency to present the current factual justification for the order.


\(^4\) Id.


\(^8\) Supra, note 4.

\(^9\) WHO Director-General’s Opening Remarks at the Media Briefing on COVID-19 (Mar. 3, 2020), available at
mortality rate is higher among older adults or those with compromised immune systems.\textsuperscript{10} Older adults and people who have severe chronic medical conditions like heart, lung, or kidney disease are also at higher risk for more serious COVID-19 illness.\textsuperscript{11} Early data suggest older people are twice as likely to have serious COVID-19 illness.\textsuperscript{12}

As of March 17, 2020, there were over 179,112 cases of COVID-19 globally in 150 locations, resulting in over 7,426 deaths; more than 4,226 cases have been identified in the United States, with new cases being reported daily and over 75 deaths due to the disease.\textsuperscript{13}

Unfortunately, at this time, there is no vaccine against COVID-19, nor are there any approved therapeutics available for those who become infected. Treatment is currently limited to supportive care to manage symptoms. Hospitalization may be required in severe cases and mechanical respiratory support may be needed in the most severe cases. Testing is available to confirm suspected cases of COVID-19 infection. Testing requires specimens collected from the nose, throat or lungs; specimens can only be analyzed in a laboratory setting. At present, results are typically available within three to four days.\textsuperscript{14} There is currently no rapid test for COVID-19 that can provide results at the time of sample collection, although efforts are underway to develop such a test.

On January 30, 2020, the Director General of the WHO declared COVID-19 to be a Public Health Emergency of International Concern under the International Health Regulations.\textsuperscript{15} The following day, the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) declared that COVID-19 is a public health emergency under the Public Health Service Act (PHSA).\textsuperscript{16} On March 11, 2020, the


\textsuperscript{10} Supra, note 4.

\textsuperscript{11} Id.

\textsuperscript{12} Id.


Global efforts to slow the spread of COVID-19 have included sweeping travel limitations. Countries such as Japan, Australia, Israel, Russia, and the Philippines have imposed stringent restrictions on travelers who have recently been in China, the epicenter of the pandemic. Similar travel restrictions have since been imposed on individuals from places experiencing substantial outbreaks, including the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran), South Korea, and Europe. In many countries, individuals are being asked to self-quarantine for 14 days—the outer limit of the COVID-19’s estimated incubation period—following return from a foreign country with sustained community transmission.

In the United States, the President has suspended the entry of most travelers from China (excluding Hong Kong and Macau), Iran, the Schengen Area of Europe, the United Kingdom (excluding overseas territories outside of Europe), and the Republic of Ireland, due to COVID-19. CDC has issued Level 3 Travel Health Notices recommending that travelers avoid all nonessential travel to China (excluding Hong Kong and Macau), Iran, South Korea, and most of Europe. The U.S. Department of State has issued a global Level 4 Do Not Travel Advisory advising travelers to avoid all international travel due to the global impact of COVID-19.

---


21 For purposes of this order, the Schengen Area comprises 26 European states: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.


addition, CDC has recommended that travelers, particularly those with underlying health conditions, avoid all cruise ship travel worldwide.\textsuperscript{25} The U.S. Department of State has similarly issued guidance that U.S. citizens should not travel by cruise ship at this time.\textsuperscript{26}

The Federal government announced guidelines stating that the public should avoid discretionary travel; shopping trips; social visits; gatherings in groups of more than 10 people; and eating or drinking at bars, restaurants, and food courts.\textsuperscript{27} Numerous states and localities have gone further and shut down restaurants, bars, nightclubs, and theaters. For example, 6 counties surrounding San Francisco, California have issued shelter in place orders impacting nearly 7 million residents.\textsuperscript{28} Similar measures are being considered in other cities.\textsuperscript{29}

2. COVID-19 exists in Canada and Mexico

i. Persons from Canada and other foreign countries where COVID-19 exists cross into the United States from Canada frequently

As of March 17, 2020, Canada has reported 424 confirmed cases of COVID-19, of which the Canadian government believes 74% are travel-related with an additional 6% being close contacts of travelers.\textsuperscript{30} This is a 115% increase in confirmed cases in four days.\textsuperscript{31} The provinces of Ontario and British Columbia have reported the most COVID-19 cases, with Ontario reporting a 29% increase in confirmed cases in a single day.\textsuperscript{32} Canada’s Chief Public Health Officer stated that community transmission of COVID-19 is occurring in multiple provinces and Ottawa public


\textsuperscript{29} Noah Higgins-Dunn & William Feuer, CNBC, New Yorkers Should be Prepared for a ‘Shelter-In-Place,’ Mayor Bill de Blasio says (Mar. 18, 2020), available at https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/17/new-yorkers-should-be-prepared-for-a-shelter-in-place-order-mayor-bill-de-blasio-says.html.


health officials believe that there are at least 1,000 undiagnosed cases in the Canadian capital alone. In an effort to slow the transmission and spread of the virus, the Canadian government banned foreign nationals from all countries except the United States from entering Canada and mandated that returning Canadians self-monitor for COVID-19 symptoms for 14 days following their return, effective March 18, 2020.

The United States and Canada share the longest international border in the world, spanning approximately 3,987 (largely unfenced) miles with 119 ports of entry.

In 2017, approximately 33 million individuals crossed the Canadian border into the United States. Through February of Fiscal Year (FY) 2020, DHS has processed 20,166 inadmissible aliens at POEs at the U.S.-Canadian border, and CBP has apprehended 1,185 inadmissible aliens attempting to unlawfully enter the United States between POEs. These aliens have included not only Canadian nationals, but also 1,062 Iranian nationals, 1,396 Chinese nationals, and 1,326 nationals of Schengen Area countries—all of which currently have COVID-19 outbreaks. Indeed, the United States government has determined that China, Iran, and the countries of the Schengen Area are experiencing sustained person-to-person transmittal of the disease. As of March 15, 2020, the WHO reports that China has 81,048 confirmed cases and 3,204 deaths; Iran has 12,729 confirmed cases and 608 deaths; and the Schengen Area has almost 42,000 confirmed cases. The total number of COVID-19 infections in these countries is impracticable to quantify due to the inherent limitations of epidemiological surveillance, but are likely higher than the reported number of confirmed cases because COVID-19 can be present in asymptomatic persons.

---


37 Exhibits 2 and 3, attached.


40 Id.
On March 18, 2020, the President announced that the United States “will be, by mutual consent, temporarily closing our Northern Border with Canada to non-essential traffic,” and DHS will be issuing guidance on the implementation of that arrangement, including exceptions for “essential travels.”

ii. Mexico expects community transmission of COVID-19 and has been slower to implement public health measures

According to WHO, as of March 17, 2020, Mexico has only 53 confirmed cases of COVID-19, all found to be travel related, and no deaths.41 Some Mexican public health experts believe the number of COVID-19 cases in the country is much higher and that Mexico will see widespread community transmission of the virus in the near future.42 A Deputy Health Minister in Mexico has attributed Mexico’s low number of confirmed cases to the virus having been first detected in Mexico on February 27, 2020, approximately one month after the first confirmed cases in the United States.43 The same official also stated that, based on the Mexican government’s modeling, Mexico expects community transmission of COVID-19 to begin between 15 and 40 days from the first confirmed case (in other words, as early as March 13, 2020).44

Mexico is only now undertaking some of the public health measures to mitigate the spread of the virus.45 Schools will be closed from March 20 until April 20, and some large public events are being cancelled.46 However, many events, such as professional soccer games, have gone


forward as planned. Mexico has not announced any restrictions on persons entering the country from areas with sustained human-to-human transmission of the disease. There are currently no COVID-19 health screenings at Mexico’s international airports, although Mexican officials have announced that some additional screening measures may be implemented. Medical experts believe that community transmission and spread of COVID-19 at asylum camps and shelters along the U.S. border is inevitable, once community transmission begins in Mexico.

Mexico has fewer health care resources than the United States. Mexico’s total expenditure on health care per capita is $1,122, compared to the United States’ $9,403 per person. On average, there are only 1.38 available hospital beds per every 1,000 inhabitants in Mexico, compared to 2.77 available hospital beds per every 1,000 inhabitants in the United States. Similarly, there are approximately 2.2 practicing doctors and 2.9 practicing nurses per every 1,000 inhabitants in Mexico, compared to 2.6 practicing doctors and 8.6 practicing nurses per every 1,000 inhabitants in the United States. This raises public health concerns, given that Mexico is likely to reach community transmission soon (including in asylum camps and shelters).

While Mexico responded vigorously to the H1N1 pandemic in 2009-2010, Mexico does not appear to be approaching the COVID-19 pandemic with the same dispatch. In 2003, Mexico established the National Preparedness and Response Plan for an Influenza Pandemic, which was first tested during the 2009 outbreak of H1N1 influenza. Mexico helped contain that outbreak, primarily through early detection of the outbreak, followed by the declaration of a “sanitary emergency” that focused on raising public awareness of the need to contain the spread with proper hygiene, school closings, cancellation of large public gatherings, and aggressive surveillance through widespread testing. Mexico does not appear to have undertaken equivalent measures in


49 Id.


53 Compare The World Bank, Data—Physicians (per 1,000 people), https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SH.MED.PHYS.ZS, with The World Bank, Data—Nurses and Midwives (per 1,000 people), https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SH.MED.PHYS.ZS.

54 See Jose A. Cordova-Villalobos et al., The influenza A (H1N1) epidemic in Mexico: Lessons learned, Health Research Policy & Systems 7:21 (Sept. 28, 2009); Gerardo Chowell, Characterizing the Epidemiology of the 2009
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19 is more infectious than H1N1, and so CDC expected a more vigorous Mexican response to COVID-19, which has not occurred.

It also bears noting that Mexico struggled to mobilize its strategic stockpile of the antiviral drug Oseltamivir during the 2009-2010 H1N1 outbreak. The entire strategic stockpile was centrally stored as dry bulk product, and the national pandemic preparedness plan called for the dry bulk to be distributed to and reconstituted by Mexico’s 31 state-level public health laboratories. After the onset of the outbreak, Mexican authorities realized that the network of labs they intended to rely on were not properly equipped or authorized to prepare the antiviral medication, leading to complications in implementing the planned response. A comparative assessment of national pandemic preparedness plans found that Mexico’s plan was missing key annexes regarding case management, surveillance, communication, laboratory sample and transport, public health measures, and plans for private business. While no public health response is perfect, and testing for COVID-19 has presented global challenges, the experience of Mexican laboratories during the H1N1 outbreak raises concerns about their current capabilities.

The existence of COVID-19 in Mexico presents a serious danger of the introduction of COVID-19 into the United States for these reasons, and because the level of migration across the United States border with Mexico is so high. The U.S.-Mexico border runs an estimated 1,933 miles. To date in fiscal year (FY) 2020, DHS has processed 34,141 inadmissible aliens at POEs along the border, and U.S. Border Patrol has apprehended 117,305 aliens attempting to unlawfully enter the United States between POEs, almost 110,000 of whom reported Mexican citizenship. Over 15,000 were nationals of other countries that are now experiencing sustained human to human transmission of COVID-19, including approximately 1,500 Chinese nationals and 6,200 Brazilian nationals.

---


56 Id.

57 Id.


59 Supra, note 36.
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3. Land POEs and Border Patrol stations are congregate settings that present infection control challenges

CBP screens and processes millions of aliens who seek to enter the United States legally each year at POEs, as well as apprehending, screening, and processing the hundreds of thousands of aliens who attempt to unlawfully enter the United States each year by crossing between POEs. See Exhibits 2-3 (charts summarizing number of apprehensions and inadmissible aliens in FY 2020, as of Mar. 3. 2020). Apprehended aliens vary significantly by age and health status. At this time, the majority tend to be adults between 25 and 40 years old, and include those with chronic health problems such as diabetes and high blood pressure (which are comorbidities known to increase the health risks associated with COVID-19 infections and, thus, the likelihood of requiring medical intervention after infection).\(^{62}\)

i. Covered aliens in land POEs who CBP screens and processes for admissibility spend hours or days in congregate areas

There are 328 land POEs along the northern and southern borders operated by CBP. At land POEs, CBP screens and processes the millions of U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, and other aliens who seek to enter the United States from Canada and Mexico every year.

One of the CBP’s critical functions at POEs is to screen and process arriving aliens to determine whether they are admissible to the United States. CDC understands from DHS that inadmissible aliens are typically those who do not have proper travel documents to enter or whose entry is otherwise contrary to law, such as those who are interdicted attempting to smuggle contraband into the United States. It takes CBP much longer to screen inadmissible aliens than U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, and aliens with valid travel documents, all of whom tend to move quickly into the United States after contact with CBP personnel and other travelers at POEs. This difference is due in part to the fact that inadmissible aliens tend to arrive by foot (not vehicle), and lack documentation. Inadmissible aliens in land POEs may spend hours or days in congregate areas while undergoing processing. During that time, they are in close proximity to CBP personnel and other travelers, including U.S. citizens and other aliens.

The admissibility of each alien is determined by a CBP officer. As part of the current admissibility screening, aliens are subject to an initial set of questions designed to elicit their risk factors for various contagious diseases, including COVID-19. Questions would include recent travel and any physical symptoms they are experiencing. CBP officers also use this initial questioning to visually observe arrivals for any obvious signs of illness. Those whose appearance or responses indicate possible exposure to or infection with COVID-19 are directed to don a surgical mask, and are escorted by a CBP officer (also wearing a surgical mask) for further evaluation and risk assessment by the contract medical staff, which is conducted in a designated area within the POE.

Presently, if CBP determines that an alien may be exposed to or infected with COVID-19, the alien is escorted to a separate, enclosed waiting area (usually a small holding room adjacent to

\(^{62}\) Supra, note 4.
normal processing areas) while CBP alerts the relevant health authorities. Specifically, CBP notifies the local health department, CDC, and CBP’s Senior Medical Advisor. Local health officials and possibly CDC personnel if available, then consult with CBP to determine whether the individual should be tested for COVID-19 and where that testing should occur. CBP follows guidance from CDC and local health officials regarding transport to the testing site. If the alien is sent for testing in an ambulance, a CBP officer will accompany the individual in the ambulance. If CBP vehicles are used for transport, they are disinfected afterwards. In addition, CBP will consult with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials regarding the transport of the alien outside of the POE, given that the individual leaving the CBP facility does not have a preexisting legal right to enter the United States and must remain in custody while testing and treatment is carried out.

These infection control procedures are not easily scalable for large numbers of aliens. Moreover, an influx of infected, asymptomatic aliens would present significant infection control challenges for CBP, as the screening of such an aliens may not prompt testing. The aliens would remain in congregate areas in the POE while CBP finishes the screening and processing. During that time, the alien could infect CBP personnel or other aliens with COVID-19.

ii. Border Patrol stations present greater infection control challenges than POEs because they often have less space and fewer resources

In addition to the 328 POEs, CBP operates a network of Border Patrol stations to apprehend, process, and temporarily hold aliens seeking to unlawfully enter the United States between POEs. CBP has a total of 136 Border Patrol stations along the land and coastal borders, and many Border Patrol stations, particularly along the Southwest border, are in remote locations.

Border Patrol stations vary significantly in terms of size and layout, but generally have several congregate holding areas where covered aliens are divided based on demographic factors such as age, gender, and family status, as required by law. A typical Border Patrol station is designed to temporarily hold a maximum of 150 to 300 people standing shoulder-to-shoulder, and has between two to five separate holding areas that can be used to segregate adult males, adult females, unaccompanied children, and family units, with possible further subdivision for female- and male-led family units. The subdividing of aliens is crucial to maintaining order and safety inside the Border Patrol stations because the experience of CBP is that certain cohorts of covered aliens are antagonistic towards one another. On average, a covered alien apprehended between POEs will spend approximately 78 hours in a Border Patrol station before transfer to ICE.

Only 46 of the 136 Border Patrol stations offer any medical services. The services that are offered are administered by contract medical support and are limited to glucose, pregnancy, influenza testing, and basic emergency care. The 46 facilities are all located on the southwest border with Mexico.

As discussed more fully below, the infection control challenges in Border Patrol stations can be greater than the challenges in POEs, especially when the Border Patrol stations are at or near capacity. This is because covered aliens are in close proximity with one another and CBP
personnel, and there is typically no suitable space for quarantining, isolating, or engaging in social distancing with aliens.

### iii. The United States Public Health Service (USPHS) observed infection control challenges during a site visit to El Paso del Norte POE

On March 12-13, 2020, a USPHS Scientist officer conducted an observational visit to the El Paso del Norte POE (El Paso PDN). The USPHS Scientist officer viewed directly the areas within the POE that CBP uses to screen and process aliens for admissibility. (Exhibit 1).

El Paso PDN is one of the country’s busiest border crossings, with more than 10 million people entering the United States from Mexico every year. It receives a constant, heavy inflow of pedestrian and vehicular traffic, consisting of approximately 12,000 pedestrians and 6,000 vehicles per day. El Paso PDN operates 24/7, with a 3-4 person team of contract medical staff who work 12 hour shifts and provide 24/7 coverage. The medical team is typically led by a nurse practitioner or physician assistant, with the remaining team members consisting of emergency medical technicians (EMT) or registered nurses.

El Paso PDN adheres to the general process for screening and processing covered aliens described in § II.3.i above. In terms of medical capabilities, El Paso PDN performs on-site testing only for pregnancy, blood glucose levels, and Influenza A/B. Any other testing or treatment is performed by nearby medical providers. El Paso PDN is representative of other POEs in that it is heavily reliant on local and regional hospitals and EMT services to care for aliens. El Paso PDN has several small waiting rooms that are used to isolate individuals suspected of exposure to or infection with a contagious disease. Each room can fit approximately 6-7 people, and is equipped with windows to permit observation of the rooms’ occupants, and locks to prevent them from leaving.

Facility staff indicated they have been fit-tested for N95 respirators, receive biannual N95 training, and that the facility has an approximately 30-day regular use supply of N95 respirators for use by CBP personnel. El Paso PDN has not encountered any suspected COVID-19 cases, but does not currently perform COVID-19 testing.

The site was selected by CBP because it is one of CBP’s largest and best equipped POEs on the Southwest Border. Other POEs have fewer capabilities.

The USPHS Scientist officer observed that even at El Paso PDN, covered aliens would present infection control challenges during processing and screening in congregate areas.
III. The introduction into DHS facilities of persons from countries with COVID-19 would increase the already serious danger of COVID-19 in the facilities

1. POEs and Border Patrol stations are not structured or equipped to effectively mitigate the risks presented by COVID-19

The time required to test for COVID-19 dictates, at least in part, the infection control measures that DHS would have to implement at POEs and Border Patrol stations to effectively mitigate the public health risks presented by covered aliens suspected of harboring or being infected with COVID-19. At this time, there is no available COVID-19 test that yields results at the time of sample collection, such as the rapid testing available for certain influenza strains that yields results in as little as 15 minutes. Nor is there a COVID-19 test that has been cleared for use in a non-clinical setting such as a POE or a Border Patrol station lacking isolation capabilities. Rather, current COVID-19 testing would require the collection of samples from aliens suspected of infection and the mailing of the samples to a laboratory for analysis, with results available within 3-4 days. In theory, to mitigate public health risks, CBP would have to transport aliens in their custody suspected of COVID-19 infection to a nearby medical site for sample collection and testing, and then implement containment protocols (i.e., quarantine or isolation) in their facilities while awaiting test results. CDC would not have the resources or personnel required to house in quarantine or isolation or monitor dozens, much less hundreds or thousands of aliens. The burden would shift to state and local governments, and it seems equally unlikely to CDC that they could collectively implement such a massive public health initiative under current conditions.

POEs and Border Patrol stations are not structured or equipped to implement quarantine, isolation, or social distancing protocols on site for COVID-19 for even small numbers of aliens, much less dozens or hundreds of them together with CBP personnel. In particular, POEs and Border Patrol stations were designed for the purpose of short-term holding in a congregate setting. The vast majority of those facilities lack the areas needed to effectively quarantine or isolate aliens for COVID-19 while test results are pending. Moreover, the process for screening and ultimately quarantining or isolating aliens suspected of COVID-19 infection would require the alien to move throughout various sections of the facility, creating a risk of exposure to all nearby—including DHS personnel and other aliens.53

Because POEs and Border Patrol stations are not structured or equipped for quarantine or isolation for COVID-19, DHS’s alternative would be to try to conduct some type of social distancing in congregate holding areas. The numbers of aliens and the size and capacity of the congregate holding areas are not at all conducive to effective social distancing, which requires individuals to maintain a distance of at least six feet from each other, and to avoid contact with shared surfaces. The typical dimensions of the congregate areas at POEs and Border Patrol stations would not provide sufficient space if more than a handful of individuals were present in congregate areas (which is typically the situation). Such an approach would be fraught with public health risks for not only the aliens but also DHS personnel nearby.

53 The use of congregate holding areas for quarantine or isolation would present a significant risk of transmitting COVID-19 for obvious reasons. Even if a congregate holding area were used to try to quarantine or isolate a single alien, it would significantly limit the facility’s overall holding capacity, and potentially increase the public health risks in other congregate holding areas (if any space were left at all, after subdividing demographics).
CDC also has a public health tool called conditional release, which involves the release of potentially infected individuals from federal custody subject to conditions calculated to mitigate the risk of disease transmission, such as mandatory self-isolation and CDC monitoring at home. Conditional release is not a viable solution in this context because many aliens covered by this order may lack homes or other places in the United States where they can self-isolate, and CDC lacks the resources and personnel necessary to effectively monitor such a large number of persons. Reliance on the conditional release mechanism in this context would jeopardize, not protect, the public health.

2. POEs and Border Patrol stations are not structured or equipped to safely house or care for aliens infected with COVID-19

POEs and Border Patrol stations would lack the capacity to provide the medical monitoring and care that would be needed by covered aliens confirmed to be infected with COVID-19. Only a few facilities offer medical services directly, and the medical services that are provided are limited to care for minor ailments, basic emergency care, or the on-site administration of prophylaxis for seasonal influenza (i.e., Tamiflu). The facilities are heavily reliant on local and regional hospitals and emergency medical system (EMS) resources.

Moreover, many of the facilities are geographically remote and far from the major medical centers or hospital systems equipped to handle COVID-19 outbreaks. Infected covered aliens would either have to be transported tens or hundreds of miles to the nearest appropriately equipped medical center, or brought to smaller local providers who might lack the resources or capacity to accept COVID-19 cases involving covered aliens. Indeed, U.S. states along the border with Mexico have some of the lowest number of hospital beds per 1,000 inhabitants in the United States.\(^\text{64}\) Arizona, California, and Texas also have some of the largest numbers of residents living in primary care shortage areas of any U.S. states or territories.\(^\text{65}\) The shift of healthcare resources to large numbers of infected, covered aliens would divert the same resources away from the domestic population, which would undermine the Federal response to COVID-19. It would also increase the risk of exposure to COVID-19 for domestic healthcare workers. Such a scenario is not tenable given the current nationwide public health emergency.

IV. Determination and Implementation

Based on the foregoing, I find there is a serious danger of the introduction of COVID-19 into the POEs and Border Patrol stations at or nearby the United States borders with Canada and Mexico, and the interior of the country as a whole, because COVID-19 exists in Canada, Mexico,

---

\(^\text{64}\) Arizona has 1.9 hospital beds per 1,000 inhabitants; California has 1.8; New Mexico has 1.8, and Texas has 2.3. Kaiser Family Foundation, State Health Facts: Hospitals Per 1,000 Population by Ownership Type (2018), available at https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/hospitals-by-ownership/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22id%22:%22Total%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D.

\(^\text{65}\) Kaiser Family Foundation, State Health Facts: Primary Care Health Professional Shortage Areas (HPSAs) (Sept. 30, 2019), available at https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/primary-care-health-professional-shortage-areas-hpsas/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22id%22:%22Percent%20of%20Need%20Met%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D.
and the countries or places of origin of the covered aliens who migrate to the United States across the land borders with Canada and Mexico. I also find that the introduction into POEs and Border Patrol stations of covered aliens increases the seriousness of the danger to the point of requiring a temporary suspension of the introduction of covered aliens into the United States.

It is necessary for the public health to immediately suspend the introduction of covered aliens. The immediate suspension of the introduction of these aliens requires the movement of all such aliens to the country from which they entered the United States, or their country of origin, or another location as practicable, as rapidly as possible, with as little time spent in congregate settings as practicable under the circumstances. The faster a covered alien is returned to the country from which they entered the United States, to their country of origin, or another location as practicable, the lower the risk the alien poses of introducing, transmitting, or spreading COVID-19 into POEs, Border Patrol stations, other congregate settings, and the interior.

My determinations are based on information provided to CDC by DHS personnel regarding DHS border operations and facilities; the report of the observational visit to the El Paso PDN conducted by the USPHS Scientist officer; figures on the numbers of apprehensions at the United States borders with Canada and Mexico of aliens from countries where COVID-19 exists; information from the public domain; and my own personal knowledge and experience.

I consulted with DHS before I issued this order, and requested that DHS implement this order because CDC does not have the capability, resources, or personnel needed to do so. As part of the consultation, CBP developed an operational plan for implementing the order. Accordingly, DHS will, where necessary, use repatriation flights to move covered aliens on a space-available basis, as authorized by law. The plan is generally consistent with the language of this order directing that covered aliens spend as little time in congregate settings as practicable under the circumstances. In my view, it is also the only viable alternative for implementing the order; CDC’s other public health tools are not viable mechanisms given CDC resource and personnel constraints, the large numbers of covered aliens involved, and the likelihood that covered aliens do not have homes in the United States.66

This order is not a rule within the meaning of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). In the event this order qualifies as a rule under the APA, notice and comment and a delay in effective date are not required because there is good cause to dispense with prior public notice and the opportunity to comment on this order and a delay in effective date. Given the public health emergency caused by COVID-19, it would be impracticable and contrary to the public health—and, by extension, the public interest—to delay the issuing and effective date of this order. In addition, because this order concerns the ongoing discussions with Canada and Mexico on how

---

66 CDC relies on the Department of Defense, other federal agencies, and state and local governments to provide both logistical support and facilities for federal quarantines. CDC lacks the resources, manpower, and facilities to quarantine covered aliens. Similarly, DHS has informed CDC that in the near term, it is not financially or logistically practicable for DHS to build additional facilities at POEs and Border Patrol stations for use in quarantines or isolation. Certain soft-sided facilities may be inappropriate for use in quarantines or isolation. DHS would need at least 90 days (likely more) to build and start bringing hard-sided facilities online. Such an approach would not help address the current public health emergency presented to the Federal government today.
best to control COVID-19 transmission over our shared border, it directly “involve[s] . . . a . . . foreign affairs function of the United States.” 5 U.S.C. § 553(a)(1). Notice and comment and a delay in effective date would not be required for that reason as well.

***

This order shall remain effective for 30 days, or until I determine that the danger of further introduction of COVID-19 into the United States has ceased to be a serious danger to the public health, whichever is shorter. I may extend or modify this order as needed to protect the public health.

In testimony whereof, the Director, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, has hereunto set his hand at Atlanta, Georgia, this 20th day of March, 2020.

Robert R. Redfield, MD
Director
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Corridors:

Please advise your sector POCs that Honduran Single Minors are now able to be expelled via ICE Air under Title 42. Please continue to forward your manifests to the @cbp.dhs.gov daily by noon. As previously mentioned, please indicate the sector’s Title 42 flight requirement broken down by nationality and demographic.

Assistant Chief
U.S. Border Patrol
Corridors, please forward the below to your sector POCs.

USBP HQ has been monitoring Title 42 expulsion data in e3 and e3 Detention Module (e3DM) to ensure compliance with guidance issued in support of the CDC Order. Recently, we have identified several suspected instances where Single Minors (SM) from countries other than Mexico have been expelled via ports of entry rather than referred to ICE Air Operations for expulsion flights. Please note that if not corrected, these actions will place Title 42 operations in significant jeopardy and must be ceased immediately. To reiterate, under no circumstances should a SM from a country other than Mexico be knowingly expelled to Mexico.

As a reminder, under Title 42 a SM is defined as an alien who is 17 years of age or younger and who is not traveling with a related adult. Accordingly, all SM from the below listed countries should be referred to ERO for expulsion flights.

- Brazil
- Colombia
- Dominican Republic
- Ecuador
- El Salvador
- Guatemala
- Haiti
- Honduras
- Nicaragua

Single Minors from Mexico or Canada should be expelled by USBP at the land border.

As stated in Chief email of April 18, 2020, ERO has committed to accepting all SM processed as Title 42 within 72 hours. These aliens should be transferred to the sector’s designated station or processing facility pending the transfer of custody to ERO.

Finally, all aliens (single minor, single adult, family unit) held at a USBP Station or processing facility under Title 8 or Title 42 must be booked into the facility in e3DM to ensure compliance with the CBP National Standards on Transportation, Escort, Detention, and Search (TEDS) policy, the USBP Short Term Hold Room policy, and the CBP Medical Directive. Consistent with those policies, all custodial actions such as welfare checks, meals, showers, etc. must be documented in e3DM.

Please feel free to contact me for any questions or concerns.

Assistant Chief
U.S. Border Patrol
Corridors, please forward to your sector POCs the below update to the operational implementation of Title 42.

Please ensure widest dissemination.

USBP HQ continues to work with ICE Air and Enforcement and Removal Operations on the logistical requirements necessary to properly apply the CDC Order authorizing USBP to enforce Title 42.

Until further notice and to the extent possible consistent with previous guidance, sectors will apply Title 42 to aliens subject to the CDC order as follows:

- All Single Adults, Family Units, or Family Groups Northern Triangle aliens
  - Processed under Title 42 and returned to Mexico via port of entry or;
  - Processed under the Migrant Protection Protocols and returned to Mexico via port of entry consistent with MPP procedures
- Single Minors from the Northern Triangle countries will be referred to ICE Air for an expulsion flight
- All demographics of Mexican aliens will be processed for Title 42 and expelled via port of entry

The following aliens (excluding Single Minors) will be processed under Title 42 and referred to the local ERO for detention pending the next available expulsion flight:

- Ecuador
- Colombia
- Haiti
- Brazil

Aliens from exotic countries not listed above (India, Ukraine, etc.) will be processed under Title 8 removal pathways such as Expedited Removal and transferred to the custody of ERO.

As of today, there is no change in the processing method we currently apply to T-42. If there are any issues related to ERO accepting aliens under Title 42, please elevate to USBP HQ as soon as possible.

As a reminder, the CDC Order is explicit in how it is to be implemented:

"Based on training, experience, physical observation, technology, questioning and other considerations, if an agent believes that it is more likely than not that a person is an alien who is seeking to enter the United States, on or after the date of the order, between the POEs, coming from or transiting through Canada or Mexico (regardless of their country of origin)"
and the agent has apprehended the alien within the Border Patrol’s normal area of operations along or adjacent to the border in the Border Patrol sector, and the alien is not otherwise excepted from application of the order, the agent shall apply the CDC order...”

Accordingly, USBP has determined that aliens that require medical attention at a hospital or other medical facility for short period of time are still subject to the CDC order and can be processed under Title 42 for expulsion flights.

Questions may be directed to the [b] (7)(E)@cbp.dhs.gov

[b] (6), (b) (7)(C)

Assistant Chief
U.S. Border Patrol

[b] (6), (b) (7)(C)

[b] (6), (b) (7)(C)